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#2714

From: "townbridge" <townbridge@yahoo.co.uk>
Date: Thu Apr 26, 2007 2:28 pm
Subject: Re: Betty White on her fellow Golden Girls

townbridge
Send Email

--- In andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com, "townbridge" <townbridge@...>
wrote:
>
> http://www.lifetimetv.com/videolounge/videolounge.php?vid=undefined
>
> in this link with Betty white in the video lounge in update for the
> Golden Girls she says about her relationships with the other Golden
> Girls
>
you have to click on the golden girls banner and then under betty
white update on the golden girls

Reply | Messages in this Topic (2)
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From: "CJ Vining" <CJVining@msn.com>
Date: Thu Apr 26, 2007 5:43 pm
Subject: Re: [And Then There's Bea] Re: Betty

CJVining@msn.
com
White on her fellow Golden Girls

Send Email

Would someone mind just telling us what she says, please? I can't get it to work.
Christina
 Original Message 
From: townbridge
To: andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Thursday, April 26, 2007 12:28 PM
Subject: [And Then There's Bea] Re: Betty White on her fellow Golden Girls
--- In andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com, "townbridge" <townbridge@...>
wrote:
>
> http://www.lifetimetv.com/videolounge/videolounge.php?vid=undefined
>
> in this link with Betty white in the video lounge in update for the
> Golden Girls she says about her relationships with the other Golden
> Girls
>
you have to click on the golden girls banner and then under betty
white update on the golden girls

Reply | Messages in this Topic (1)

#2716

From: "Duncan" <dmactds@bellsouth.net>
Date: Thu Apr 26, 2007 5:27 pm
Subject: Hi..., Newbie here...,

dmactds
Send Email

...I just joined and the reason is that I'm looking for pics of Bea
from the 'Forties' and/or 'Fifties'; if y'all can provide any
guidance, I'd really appreciate it.
I'm in the Atlanta area, near Marietta if anyone here's familiar with
Georgia.
Hope to chat later.
LOve,
Jenn

Reply | Messages in this Topic (2)

#2717

From: "CJ Vining" <CJVining@msn.com>
Date: Fri Apr 27, 2007 10:19 am
Subject: Re: [And Then There's Bea] Hi...,

CJVining@msn.
com
Newbie here...,

Send Email

Oh! I'd love to have some of these, as well... and her songs from the Shoestring Revue and '57, if
anyone can share them. (I have as mp3's the two from Threepenny, if anyone wants them.)
Well, now that I'm wishing, I'll wish for a copy of the Beatrice Arthur Special from 1980, too. I haven't had
time to devote to searching the 'net for the proper place to find such things, but then, why not ask here?
Welcome, Duncan! ... I'm sorry I'm of no help. :) I'm fairly new to the list, myselfI only thought to look
up lists after seeing that Maude was out on DVD.
Christina
cjvining@msn.com
 Original Message 
From: Duncan
To: andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Thursday, April 26, 2007 3:27 PM
Subject: [And Then There's Bea] Hi..., Newbie here...,
...I just joined and the reason is that I'm looking for pics of Bea
from the 'Forties' and/or 'Fifties'; if y'all can provide any
guidance, I'd really appreciate it.
I'm in the Atlanta area, near Marietta if anyone here's familiar with
Georgia.
Hope to chat later.
LOve,
Jenn

Reply | Messages in this Topic (1)

#2718

From: ironicwit
Date: Fri Apr 27,
Subject: Another

ironicwit
2007 3:22 pm
Radio Interview with Bea
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Bea was a guest on NPR's "Fresh Air" yesteday. I can't tell you if
there are any remarkable revelations, as I haven't tried to listen to
the audio yet since I'm on a slow Internet connection. But I didn't
want to keep the rest of y'all waiting to listen to it...
http://www.npr.org/templates/rundowns/rundown.php?prgId=13&prgDate=26Apr-07

Reply | Messages in this Topic (2)

#2719

From: vectorlime
Date: Fri Apr 27, 2007 3:51
Subject: Re: Another Radio

vectorlime
pm
Interview with Bea

Thanks for letting us know! Nice to listen to but like you said,
nothing really new. Never heard that first song before though, so that
was good!
Kev!
--- In andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com, ironicwit <no_reply@...> wrote:
>
> Bea was a guest on NPR's "Fresh Air" yesteday. I can't tell you if
> there are any remarkable revelations, as I haven't tried to listen to
> the audio yet since I'm on a slow Internet connection. But I didn't
> want to keep the rest of y'all waiting to listen to it...
>
> http://www.npr.org/templates/rundowns/rundown.php?prgId=13&prgDate=26> Apr-07
>

Reply | Messages in this Topic (2)

#2720

From: ironicwit
Date: Fri Apr 27, 2007 5:45 pm
Subject: Re: Hi..., Newbie here...,

ironicwit

If you can get your hands on the cast recording of "The Threepenny
Opera," you can see what Bea looked like in the mid-1950s. She appears
to be a part of the group photo on the cover, which you can see at
amazon.com. The booklet that comes with the CD also includes a small
B&W photo of Bea and fellow performer Scott Merrill.
http://www.amazon.com/Threepenny-Opera-1954-BlitzsteinAdaptation/dp/B00004X09T
The CD of "Shoestring Revue" includes an insert with two not-very-clear
B&W photos of Bea. One shows her dressed in a trench coat while
singing "Garbage"; the other depicts her in an evening gown during the
number "Couldn't Be Happier." (I don't know if this CD is still
available other than through online auctions.)

Reply | Messages in this Topic (2)

#2721

From: "CJ Vining" <CJVining@msn.com>
Date: Fri Apr 27, 2007 7:09 pm
Subject: Re: [And Then There's Bea] Re: Another

CJVining@msn.
com
Radio Interview with Bea

Send Email

Thanks so much for posting the link!
Yes, it's always nice to hear her. It sounded as if, for a second, we might get a new answer to "What's
your life like, now?" *sigh* But she's doing well, apparently, so what else matters?
I just love that Jealousy Duet! She DOES sound great, and I'm glad they included it.
I let a friend hear that song last week, and all he said, with great admiration, was "Who is that girl?"
meaning the OTHER girl, not Bea. Aaaah! I suppose I should've expected that, but when pressed, my
friend finally admitted that Bea sounded good, too. He's watched all of the season one Maude with me,
and that's appreciation enough.
So, for the sake of discussion, if you were to choose any other scene/dialogue from Maude to start off
this interview, rather than the bit from "Maude's Dilemma," what would you choose?
I'd have to watch it again to be more specific, but I'd probably pick something from "The Convention"
episode, or if it was available, something from "The Analyst."Maude by herself.
Christina
 Original Message 
From: vectorlime
To: andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Friday, April 27, 2007 1:51 PM
Subject: [And Then There's Bea] Re: Another Radio Interview with Bea
Thanks for letting us know! Nice to listen to but like you said,
nothing really new. Never heard that first song before though, so that
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was good!
Kev!
--- In andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com, ironicwit <no_reply@...> wrote:
>
> Bea was a guest on NPR's "Fresh Air" yesteday. I can't tell you if
> there are any remarkable revelations, as I haven't tried to listen to
> the audio yet since I'm on a slow Internet connection. But I didn't
> want to keep the rest of y'all waiting to listen to it...
>
> http://www.npr.org/templates/rundowns/rundown.php?prgId=13&prgDate=26> Apr-07
>

Reply | Messages in this Topic (1)

#2722

From: ironicwit
Date: Tue May 1, 2007 3:08
Subject: More from Bea

ironicwit
pm

The May 1st "Chicago Tribune" has a brief interview with Bea on the
subject of "Maude." There doesn't appear to be anything new (just a
mistake about her age), but it's recent!
http://www.chicagotribune.com/entertainment/chi0704300021may01,1,3265167.story?track=rss&ctrack=1&cset=true

Reply | Messages in this Topic (1)

#2723

From: "shirindonya2" <storybellz@yahoo.com>
Date: Fri May 4, 2007 1:11 am
Subject: Re: More from Rue McClanahan

shirindonya2
Send Email

I've always thought Rue to be the most charming and well-manared of
them all, even in real-life. But, i must say, to talk as though Bea may
have been the soure of Estelle's trouble...well, that strikes me as bad
taste, indeed! So, i'm surprised- coming from her.
And, another thing, i wonder what Bea's reaction would be to her
speculations? I'm sure she would be at least slightly offended. Heck, i
know i would! But, then-again, w/ so many pple refering to her as
this "intimidating" (having something to do w/ her deep voice, no doubt)
kind of person, she's probably used to it, by now.
storybellz~
--- In andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com, ironicwit <no_reply@...> wrote:
>
> A new interview of Rue McClanahan in "Entertainment Weekly" has
> something of interest to say about Bea and costar Estelle Getty. In
it,
> Rue speculates that Estelle was "somehow unconsciously intimidated by
> Bea" during the taping of "The Golden Girls." Who would have guessed?
> The pair worked so beautifully together.
>
> http://www.ew.com/ew/article/0,,20036125,00.html
>

Reply | Messages in this Topic (4)

#2724

From: "shirindonya2" <storybellz@yahoo.com>
Date: Fri May 4, 2007 4:27 am
Subject: Maude, only suitable to prochoice people?...

shirindonya2
Send Email

Hey everyone,
I have a question:
I, of caurse, am a very liberal, leftist-thinking person. But,
strangly enough, i keep ending-up with some quite conservative
friends. I guess that prooves that oposites attract, but that
definitly doesn't mean that we don't disagree. Without a doubt, there
are some things i believe in, which would be better left unsaid to
most of my friends.
Anyway, i must admite that it is my liberalism that has attracted me
to Bea Arthur, and to "Maude". But, at the same time, i would love to
share the fun w/ my friends, by watching "Maude" with them someday.
So, i was wondering, could it be possilbe for "conservatives" to like
the show too, despite its very liberal themes, such as abortion?

movies.groups.yahoo.com/group/andthentheresbea/messages/2712?l=1
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I ask specifically about the abortion topic, because one of my
friends in particular is a very pro-life person- so, i'm not sure how
the show would fair with her. I mean, she knows i'm a liberal, but
she doesn't know i'm pro-choice; although, to my way of thinking,
liberalism & pro-choice go hand'n hand, so it shouldn't be too hard
for her to figure-out, right?
Well, what i'm really trying to ask is- could a pro-life person
apreciate "Maude" even if they don't like the abortion episode? I
mean, it was only 2 episodes out of the entire series that dealt w/
the topic.
For that matter though, would it
like the show, period? Cause, it's
to some of the subject-matter, i'm
showing my friends, esp. if i know

be possibe for a conservative to
actually one of my favs. But, due
always a little uneasy about
them to be conservative.

Bottom-line- if there are any conservative and/or pro-life members
here, i'd like to hear from you. I'd pretty much like to hear
everyone's oppinion on this issue. Please reply. Thanks!
storybellz~

Reply | Messages in this Topic (5)

#2725

From: Gabrielle Levesque <coccin3ll3@yahoo.com>
Date: Fri May 4, 2007 11:46 am
Subject: Re : [And Then There's Bea] Maude, only suitable

coccin3ll3
Send Email

to prochoice people?...

Hi storybellz,
I very much enjoy the show, and I'm a prolife person. I don't believe in abortion, and I
don't want to start a debate here about it, since it's not the subject at hand. And I'm not
that much into politics, especially the American one (I'm from Canada). But I would
assume that a person who is prolife, politically conservatively involved would appreciate
the show just as much as you do. What's not to like?!
Many subjects are hilariously
tackled, and even if you're not "for" them, you can still appreciate the subtlety of it all.
As for the abortion episode, don't sweat it. Your friend(s) will like it anyway. Yes it talks
about abortion, and yes Maude will do it, but the way the subject is brought makes it
understandable for a prolife person. As I said, I'm prolife, but it doesn't mean I don't
respect the point of view of a prochoice person. So don't worry, share the "Maude
experience" with your friends, and they'll probably like it too.

 Message d'origine 
De : shirindonya2 <storybellz@yahoo.com>
À : andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com
Envoyé le : Vendredi, 4 Mai 2007, 6h27mn 31s
Objet : [And Then There's Bea] Maude, only suitable to prochoice people?...
Hey everyone,
I have a question:
I, of caurse, am a very liberal, leftistthinking person. But,
strangly enough, i keep endingup with some quite conservative
friends. I guess that prooves that oposites attract, but that
definitly doesn't mean that we don't disagree. Without a doubt, there
are some things i believe in, which would be better left unsaid to
most of my friends.
Anyway, i must admite that it is my liberalism that has attracted me
to Bea Arthur, and to "Maude". But, at the same time, i would love to
share the fun w/ my friends, by watching "Maude" with them someday.
So, i was wondering, could it be possilbe for "conservatives" to like
the show too, despite its very liberal themes, such as abortion?
I ask specifically about the abortion topic, because one of my
friends in particular is a very prolife person so, i'm not sure how
the show would fair with her. I mean, she knows i'm a liberal, but
she doesn't know i'm prochoice; although, to my way of thinking,
liberalism & prochoice go hand'n hand, so it shouldn't be too hard
for her to figureout, right?
Well, what i'm really trying to ask is could a prolife person
apreciate "Maude" even if they don't like the abortion episode? I
mean, it was only 2 episodes out of the entire series that dealt w/
the topic.
For that matter though, would it be possibe for a conservative to
like the show, period? Cause, it's actually one of my favs. But, due
to some of the subjectmatter, i'm always a little uneasy about
showing my friends, esp. if i know them to be conservative.
movies.groups.yahoo.com/group/andthentheresbea/messages/2712?l=1
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Bottomline if there are any conservative and/or prolife members
here, i'd like to hear from you. I'd pretty much like to hear
everyone's oppinion on this issue. Please reply. Thanks!
storybellz~

Découvrez une nouvelle façon d'obtenir des réponses à toutes vos questions ! Profitez des connaissances,
des opinions et des expériences des internautes sur Yahoo! Questions/Réponses.
Reply | Messages in this Topic (1)

#2726

From: ironicwit
Date: Fri May 4, 2007 1:10 pm
Subject: Re: Maude, only suitable

ironicwit
to prochoice people?...

I'll answer one of your questions with another question:
Can a liberal enjoy "All in the Family"? I don't see why not. (Hey,
even Sammy Davis, Jr. must have enjoyed it enough to guest star
alongside that lovable bigot Archie Bunker.)
If a liberal can laugh at Archie Bunker, a conservative should be able
to find humor in Maude Findlay, whom Bea herself has described as wellmeaning, but flawed.

Reply | Messages in this Topic (5)

#2727

From: vectorlime
Date: Fri May 4, 2007 1:24 pm
Subject: Re: Maude, only suitable

vectorlime
to prochoice people?...

I completely believe that liberals enjoy the show (hmm, I wonder why?
:) But that is one of the brilliant things about the show, is that if
anything I feel it makes the conservatives look foolish more then the
liberals via Archie's voice and opinions. Michael balances the
discussions with an opposite view that is over the top... so you get
the widest range of views throughout the show compared to most any
other one... even Maude to an extent when I think about it. I think
liberals and conservatives can equally laugh at the show though it
would usually be at each others expense.
That's just what I'm thinking off the top of my head... I'm suppose to
be working now, so I best get back to that :)
Kev!
(also a huge All In The Family fan, but not going to make a web site
about it :)

--- In andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com, ironicwit <no_reply@...> wrote:
>
> I'll answer one of your questions with another question:
>
> Can a liberal enjoy "All in the Family"? I don't see why not. (Hey,
> even Sammy Davis, Jr. must have enjoyed it enough to guest star
> alongside that lovable bigot Archie Bunker.)
>
> If a liberal can laugh at Archie Bunker, a conservative should be able
> to find humor in Maude Findlay, whom Bea herself has described as well> meaning, but flawed.
>

Reply | Messages in this Topic (5)

#2728

From: "shirindonya2" <storybellz@yahoo.com>
Date: Fri May 4, 2007 1:22 pm
Subject: Re: Maude, only suitable to prochoice

shirindonya2
Send Email

people?...

Yeah, but you gotta admit, Maude sort of pushed the envelope, more than
any of them! But, now you got me thinking- do you think a devout
Christian would enjoy the show, since that would imply extremly
conservative views?
I only ask, because I'm new at the whole friendship thing, and don't
want to scare my buddy off. I love her very much, and she says that
what i believe is between me and God, and that she likes me, dispite
our differing view-points. But, like i said, i'm kinda new at any sort
of real relationship- even if it be strictly platonic. Silly, i know,
but true.
So, that's why a came here, to get a little advice, and maybe a small

movies.groups.yahoo.com/group/andthentheresbea/messages/2712?l=1
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nudge from you guys. Thanks to you for responding, and thanks in
advance, to all who will respond.
storybellz~
--- In andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com, ironicwit <no_reply@...> wrote:
>
> I'll answer one of your questions with another question:
>
> Can a liberal enjoy "All in the Family"? I don't see why not. (Hey,
> even Sammy Davis, Jr. must have enjoyed it enough to guest star
> alongside that lovable bigot Archie Bunker.)
>
> If a liberal can laugh at Archie Bunker, a conservative should be
able
> to find humor in Maude Findlay, whom Bea herself has described as
well> meaning, but flawed.
>

Reply | Messages in this Topic (5)

#2729

From: "shirindonya2" <storybellz@yahoo.com>
Date: Fri May 4, 2007 2:09 pm
Subject: Re: Maude, only suitable to prochoice

shirindonya2
Send Email

people?...

OK, just to give you guys an idea of exactly the kind of person i'm
talking about, here's my friend's web-profile:
http://my.care2.com/natalialove
Take a look at it, and then tell me what you think, as far as her
level of conservativeness goes. I know this is kinda strange, but i'm
still at the begining stage of our friendship. So, like i said, just
look at her profile, then tell me what you think. P.S. I'm on her
profile too, as a friend, so you can see my page, and then realize
how strickingly different out views are. We really like eachother
though. So, i guess this is really more of a psyco-socialogical
question, but i just wonder if it's truly possible for a conservative
& a liberal to remain friends.
I mean, when opening-up to a conservative, i feel like a gay, who's
just come-out- which i am, by the way, but that's besides the point.
Thanks to those of you who actually look at her page.
storybellz~
--- In andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com, "shirindonya2"
<storybellz@...> wrote:
>
> Hey everyone,
>
> I have a question:
>
> I, of caurse, am a very liberal, leftist-thinking person. But,
> strangly enough, i keep ending-up with some quite conservative
> friends. I guess that prooves that oposites attract, but that
> definitly doesn't mean that we don't disagree. Without a doubt,
there
> are some things i believe in, which would be better left unsaid to
> most of my friends.
>
> Anyway, i must admite that it is my liberalism that has attracted
me
> to Bea Arthur, and to "Maude". But, at the same time, i would love
to
> share the fun w/ my friends, by watching "Maude" with them someday.
> So, i was wondering, could it be possilbe for "conservatives" to
like
> the show too, despite its very liberal themes, such as abortion?
>
> I ask specifically about the abortion topic, because one of my
> friends in particular is a very pro-life person- so, i'm not sure
how
> the show would fair with her. I mean, she knows i'm a liberal, but
> she doesn't know i'm pro-choice; although, to my way of thinking,
> liberalism & pro-choice go hand'n hand, so it shouldn't be too hard
> for her to figure-out, right?
>
> Well, what i'm really trying to ask is- could a pro-life person
> apreciate "Maude" even if they don't like the abortion episode? I
> mean, it was only 2 episodes out of the entire series that dealt w/
> the topic.
>
> For that matter though, would it be possibe for a conservative to
> like the show, period? Cause, it's actually one of my favs. But,
due
> to some of the subject-matter, i'm always a little uneasy about

movies.groups.yahoo.com/group/andthentheresbea/messages/2712?l=1
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

showing my friends, esp. if i know them to be conservative.
Bottom-line- if there are any conservative and/or pro-life members
here, i'd like to hear from you. I'd pretty much like to hear
everyone's oppinion on this issue. Please reply. Thanks!
storybellz~

Reply | Messages in this Topic (5)

#2730

From: "CJ Vining" <CJVining@msn.com>
Date: Fri May 4, 2007 4:58 pm
Subject: Re: [And Then There's Bea] Maude,

CJVining@msn.
com
only suitable to prochoice people?...

Send Email

God, I wish you lived in my city. :) I'd LOVE to have a friend to watch Maude with and discuss with. Yes,
I live among a bunch of Arthur Harmon types. :)
I haven't thought this out well enough to reply yet; forgive me if it's disorganized.
I've wondered about this, too, as I'm in the same situation! I'm a little apprehensive about showing
Maude to the local friend I spend most time with, and I decided just not to, unless she asks. (Not
unthinkable, as I have gone on about how much I've enjoyed this first DVD.) Although in the case of my
friend, she knows I'm a bit liberal, so it wouldn't be a great shockI try never to mention things that we
might argue over... although I wonder whyis anyone being so careful of MY feelings?
You could just skip the abortion shows altogether, I suppose. On the other hand, if it's truly that
disturbing, one's friends should be able to speak up for themselves and say so. Or maybe they CAN
handle it, realize it's only a TV show, and is meant to be funny, for the most part.
This is a tough one. I'm interested to know what the rest of you think about this, too.
So, who's organizing the Maude fan convention, so we can enjoy it without reserve? :)
Christina
From: shirindonya2
Hey everyone,
I have a question:
I, of caurse, am a very liberal, leftist-thinking person. But,
strangly enough, i keep ending-up with some quite conservative
friends. I guess that prooves that oposites attract, but that
definitly doesn't mean that we don't disagree. Without a doubt, there
are some things i believe in, which would be better left unsaid to
most of my friends.
Anyway, i must admite that it is my liberalism that has attracted me
to Bea Arthur, and to "Maude". But, at the same time, i would love to
share the fun w/ my friends, by watching "Maude" with them someday.
So, i was wondering, could it be possilbe for "conservatives" to like
the show too, despite its very liberal themes, such as abortion?
I ask specifically about the abortion topic, because one of my
friends in particular is a very pro-life person- so, i'm not sure how
the show would fair with her. I mean, she knows i'm a liberal, but
she doesn't know i'm pro-choice; although, to my way of thinking,
liberalism & pro-choice go hand'n hand, so it shouldn't be too hard
for her to figure-out, right?
Well, what i'm really trying to ask is- could a pro-life person
apreciate "Maude" even if they don't like the abortion episode? I
mean, it was only 2 episodes out of the entire series that dealt w/
the topic.
For that matter though, would it be possibe for a conservative to
like the show, period? Cause, it's actually one of my favs. But, due
to some of the subject-matter, i'm always a little uneasy about
showing my friends, esp. if i know them to be conservative.
Bottom-line- if there are any conservative and/or pro-life members
here, i'd like to hear from you. I'd pretty much like to hear
everyone's oppinion on this issue. Please reply. Thanks!
storybellz~

Reply | Messages in this Topic (2)

#2731

From: "CJ Vining" <CJVining@msn.com>
Date: Fri May 4, 2007 5:13 pm
Subject: Re: [And Then There's Bea] Re: Maude,

CJVining@msn.
com
only suitable to prochoice people?...

Send Email

>Can a liberal enjoy "All in the Family"?
Excellent point. (THAT'S what I forgot to say in my other message.)
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>even Sammy Davis, Jr. must have enjoyed it enough to guest star
He gets around. LOL I'm sorry for this, but I'm tired of seeing him! I just watched his All In the Family ep,
and TVland showed the Jeffersons episode with him, as well. Twice in the same week is enough. Please
tell me he WON'T turn up in the Findlay house!
>alongside that lovable bigot Archie Bunker.)
He is, isn't he? :) I enjoy him more, the older I get, although I don't find myself agreeing with him any
more than I did ten years ago when I couldn't stand him. Now I appreciate the humor. (and from Archie, I
learned that I'm "colorless" LOL)
Christina

Reply | Messages in this Topic (1)

#2732

From: "shirindonya2" <storybellz@yahoo.com>
Date: Fri May 4, 2007 6:18 pm
Subject: Re: [And Then There's Bea] Maude, only

shirindonya2
Send Email

suitable to prochoice people?...

Oh, how i wish i could enjoy it with a fan like you too! Based on
your posts here, i think you and i would have a great time together,
plus you are near my age- I am 21. Anyway, there's deffinitly
something to be said for internet aquantices!
Salud amiga!
storybellz~
P.S.
Yeah, everyone on this site should organize a "Maude" block-party,
and we should meet, hang-out, and enjoy it together! That's a
spontanious, wild, and lovely idea! I vote for Kev to be the official
organizer of it! So, who's with me?!
--- In andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com, "CJ Vining" <CJVining@...>
wrote:
>
> God, I wish you lived in my city. :) I'd LOVE to have a friend to
watch Maude with and discuss with. Yes, I live among a bunch of
Arthur Harmon types. :)
>
> I haven't thought this out well enough to reply yet; forgive me if
it's disorganized.
>
> I've wondered about this, too, as I'm in the same situation! I'm a
little apprehensive about showing Maude to the local friend I spend
most time with, and I decided just not to, unless she asks. (Not
unthinkable, as I have gone on about how much I've enjoyed this first
DVD.) Although in the case of my friend, she knows I'm a bit liberal,
so it wouldn't be a great shock--I try never to mention things that
we might argue over... although I wonder why--is anyone being so
careful of MY feelings?
>
> You could just skip the abortion shows altogether, I suppose. On
the other hand, if it's truly that disturbing, one's friends should
be able to speak up for themselves and say so. Or maybe they CAN
handle it, realize it's only a TV show, and is meant to be funny, for
the most part.
>
> This is a tough one. I'm interested to know what the rest of you
think about this, too.
>
> So, who's organizing the Maude fan convention, so we can enjoy it
without reserve? :)
>
> Christina
>
>
From: shirindonya2
>
>
>
>
Hey everyone,
>
>
I have a question:
>
>
I, of caurse, am a very liberal, leftist-thinking person. But,
>
strangly enough, i keep ending-up with some quite conservative
>
friends. I guess that prooves that oposites attract, but that
>
definitly doesn't mean that we don't disagree. Without a doubt,
there
>
are some things i believe in, which would be better left unsaid
to
>
most of my friends.
>
>
Anyway, i must admite that it is my liberalism that has attracted
me
>
to Bea Arthur, and to "Maude". But, at the same time, i would
love to
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>
share the fun w/ my friends, by watching "Maude" with them
someday.
>
So, i was wondering, could it be possilbe for "conservatives" to
like
>
the show too, despite its very liberal themes, such as abortion?
>
>
I ask specifically about the abortion topic, because one of my
>
friends in particular is a very pro-life person- so, i'm not sure
how
>
the show would fair with her. I mean, she knows i'm a liberal,
but
>
she doesn't know i'm pro-choice; although, to my way of thinking,
>
liberalism & pro-choice go hand'n hand, so it shouldn't be too
hard
>
for her to figure-out, right?
>
>
Well, what i'm really trying to ask is- could a pro-life person
>
apreciate "Maude" even if they don't like the abortion episode? I
>
mean, it was only 2 episodes out of the entire series that dealt
w/
>
the topic.
>
>
For that matter though, would it be possibe for a conservative to
>
like the show, period? Cause, it's actually one of my favs. But,
due
>
to some of the subject-matter, i'm always a little uneasy about
>
showing my friends, esp. if i know them to be conservative.
>
>
Bottom-line- if there are any conservative and/or pro-life
members
>
here, i'd like to hear from you. I'd pretty much like to hear
>
everyone's oppinion on this issue. Please reply. Thanks!
>
>
storybellz~
>

Reply | Messages in this Topic (2)

#2733

From: "CJ Vining" <CJVining@msn.com>
Date: Sat May 5, 2007 2:36 pm
Subject: for Storybellz

CJVining@msn.
com
Send Email

You said:
>there's deffinitly something to be said for internet aquantices!
Yes! My two closest friends of the last five years are people I met online, on book lists and such. I've
never met them, but we talk on the phone every week. I'm planning to actually visit one this summer.
I wanted to send you a little note off list, only it doesn't display your email address. If you wouldn't mind,
could you send me a message, off list, please? Might be fun to chat. ?
Thanks.
Christina

Reply | Messages in this Topic (1)

#2734

From: "sublimestef" <sublimestef@yahoo.com>
Date: Sun May 20, 2007 9:46 pm
Subject: Bea's Hometown

sublimestef
Send Email

Hey Gang---I am new to the group - delighted to have found you all!
Does anyone know how Bea feels about growing up in the small town of
Cambridge on Maryland's Eastern Shore? My understanding is that her
parents owned a small department store there called Frankel's, and that
they were the only Jewish family in town. I wonder if she experienced
any anti-semitism, if she has gone back to visit the town, if she made
any life-long friends from there, etc. I am from Baltimore, and every
summer I drive thru Cambridge en route to Maryland's Ocean City on the
Atlantic Coast; I've always wondered about her early life in Maryland.
Anyone got any info on this? Thanks! :-) Stefan

Reply | Messages in this Topic (1)

#2735

From: "chinookboy25" <evarner1@aol.com>
Date: Mon May 21, 2007 2:23 am
Subject: Re: Season 1: is it the full season?

chinookboy25
Send Email

--- In andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com, "eminemasmacbeth"
<fkd1963@...> wrote:
>
> The actress is Marcia Rodd.
>
> She was offered the part but did not want to move to the West Coast,
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> per interview with Bea and Adrienne on the DeCaro Show on SIRIUS
> Radio.
>

Marcia Rodd is also in another Season 2 episode of "All In The
Family". She plays an ex-girlfriend of Mike, who leaves her son at the
Bunker's house for the night and implies that he is Mike's kid.

Reply | Messages in this Topic (7)

#2736

From: "CJ Vining" <Vining@copper.net>
Date: Mon May 21, 2007 4:17 pm
Subject: Marcia Rodd (was: Re: Season 1:

grayrainbows17
Send Email

is it the full season?)

She's also in a season 6 episode, "Walter's Temptation." She's an employee of Walter's.
Here's a little synopsis copied from someone's website:
Maude is to be a guest on a talk show with Walter and a female employee, to discuss women's rights.
When Walter fires the employee over her propositioning
him with an affair, he has a hard time telling Maude. Moments before the show is to be filmed, Maude
finds out about the firing over the proposition.
Christina
From: chinookboy25
--- In andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com, "eminemasmacbeth"
<fkd1963@...> wrote:
>
> The actress is Marcia Rodd.
>
> She was offered the part but did not want to move to the West Coast,
> per interview with Bea and Adrienne on the DeCaro Show on SIRIUS
> Radio.
>
Marcia Rodd is also in another Season 2 episode of "All In The
Family". She plays an ex-girlfriend of Mike, who leaves her son at the
Bunker's house for the night and implies that he is Mike's kid.
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#2737

From: ironicwit
Date: Mon Jun 11, 2007 1:34 pm
Subject: Watch TV Land on August

ironicwit
15th

At long last...TV Land has finally released the schedule for its new
series, "Back to the Grind." The episode featuring Bea teaching a high
school class is slated to premiere on August 15, 2007.
http://biz.yahoo.com/prnews/070611/nym113.html?.v=64

Reply | Messages in this Topic (1)

#2738

From: ironicwit
Date: Thu Jul 19,
Subject: TV Land

ironicwit
2007 5:35 pm
Confidential This Week

This week's episode of "TV Land Confidential" (FINALES) includes
snippets of Bea talking about the end of "Maude" and "The Golden
Girls." Rue McClanahan also appears.
http://www.tvland.com/originals/tvlandconfidential/season2/episodes.jhtm
l

Reply | Messages in this Topic (1)

#2739

From: gl2partners
Date: Sun Jul 15, 2007 10:19 pm
Subject: need photo of Bea Arthur

gl2partners
in uniform when she served in the Marine Corps

can anyone help or know anyone who might be able to help:
Elliot Goldman
National Leadership Foundation

Reply | Messages in this Topic (1)
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#2740

From: "Justin" <rebel_without_a_clue2006@yahoo.com>
Date: Tue Jul 17, 2007 10:54 pm
Subject: Bea and Lucy

rebel_withou...
Send Email

With the recent release of "Mame" on DVD in the Lucille Ball Film
Collection, I could not help but wonder, did Bea and Lucy get along
with one another? Did they like each other?

Reply | Messages in this Topic (1)

#2741

From: "CJ Vining" <Vining@softhome.net>
Date: Tue Jul 24, 2007 3:25 pm
Subject: Re: [And Then There's Bea] need photo

grayrainbows17
Send Email

of Bea Arthur in uniform when she served in the Marine

Corps
Thhis is a myth, isn't it, so such a picture can't exist.
----- Original Message ----From: "gl2partners" <no_reply@yahoogroups.com>
To: <andthentheresbea@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Sunday, July 15, 2007 8:19 PM
Subject: [And Then There's Bea] need photo of Bea Arthur in uniform when she
served in the Marine Corps

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

can anyone help or know anyone who might be able to help:
Elliot Goldman
National Leadership Foundation

Be sure to visit the #1 fan web site
http://www.beatricearthur.com
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#2742

From: ironicwit
Date: Thu Aug 9, 2007 5:36 pm
Subject: Golden Gals Gone Wild

ironicwit
 Coming to Hollywood

Those of you who have the hots for "The Golden Girls" are sure to
appreciate reading about the "Golden Gals Gone Wild" art show. It
features erotic artwork of the Golden Girls and opens in Hollywood on
August 11th.
http://www.gaywired.com/article.cfm?section=70&id=15915
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